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The Nintendo 3DS port of Dragon Quest VIII includes several changes and additions, including some new costumes for each character in the cast. In the original version of PS2, only Hero and Jessica had alternative clothes. Here we describe all available clothes and how to obtain them. Each outfit requires the character to equip one or more specific pieces
of armor. All pieces in one set are required for the outfit to appear in the character model. Hero CostumesDragovianDo you have the Dragovian Armour and the Dragovian Helm, which are taken through the Dragovian Trials during the post-game. Metal metal arsenal king - alchemy (liquid metal armor + Orichalcum + slime crown). At Hilltop Hut and Tyran
Gully you will find a mud crown. Liquid Metal Armor can be purchased at Baccarat Casino. Metal King Helm - 90 Mini Medal reward from Princess Minnie Metal King Shield - Alchemy (Orichancum + Ruined Shield + Ashes of Saint). The devastating shield is available in the affordable Godbird section of northwest Isle.Gothic Gothic Mitre - Buy at Baccarat
Casino for 25000 Coins Gothic Vestment - Photo Quest rewardGyangus Costumesbody Dogsbody's Vest - Alchemy (Bandit Mail + Simple Clothes + Coral Hairpin). Bandit Mail bought in Empycchu. Simple clothes bought in Farebury. Coral Hairpin bought in Baccarat. Dogsbody's Hood - Alchemy (Bandana + Tough Guy Tattoo + Coral Hairpin). Bandana
was bought in Peregrine Quay. Tough Guy Tattoos purchased at Argonia Bazaar. Coral hairpin purchased at Baccarat.Advertising. Keep scrolling for more Jessica's Costumes At Jessica's Room in Alexandria. Bunny Girl Bunny Suit - Full F Ranking at Monster Arena Bunny Ears - Alchemy (Bunny Tail + Hairband). Bunny Tail was purchased at the Argonia
Bazaar. The hair band was purchased at Peregrin Quay. Fishnet socks - 25 Mini medal reward from Princess MinnieDancerBuy at Pickham or Baccarat.Magic BikiniBuyed in Arcadia.Dangerous Bustier99 Mini medal reward from Princess Minnie or found in Heavenly Dais after dungeon game. Advertising. Keep scrolling for MoreDivine BustierAlchemistry (Dangerous Bustier + Glamorous Dress). Shiny dress (Golden Bracer + Ruby Protection + Spangled Dress). Gold Bracer and Ruby of Protection purchased at Argonia Bazaar. Spangled Dress purchased at Baccarat Casino for 3000 coins. Nitid TutuAlchemistry - (Spangled Dress + Dancer Costume + Life Bracer). Spangled Dress is purchased at Baccarat
Casino for 3000 coins. Dancer costume is purchased at Pickham or Baccarat. Bracer life gets through alchemy (Gold Bracer + Recovery Ring). Gold Bracer is purchased at Argonia Bazaar. The recovery ring is (prayer ring + seed of life). Prayer can be picked up at Bacart Casino.School/Blazer Scholar Specs - Market at Argonia Bazaar. Perpetual Blazer This requires the player to complete the Dodgy Dave sub-attack at pickham tavern. Dave will reward you with gold or items if you craft some items to bring to him. The enduring Blazer is final reward, and to get it, you have to give Dave the following late in the game: Special Medicine (Strong Medicine + Strong Medicine) Enhanced Boomerang (Boomerang +
Iron Nail) Ring of Immunity (Golden Ring + Poison Needle) Robe of Serenity (Boxer Shorts + Cloak of Tax Evasion) Sandstorm Spear (Partisan + Ashes of Saint) Crimson Robe (Magic Water + Nook Grass + Sage's Robe). Nook Grass can get talking to Marek at Marta's cottage once the story is complete. The Sage Robe is (Magic Vestment + Scholar's
Cap) and the accessories can be purchased at the Argonia Bazaar. Princess Robe (Angel Robe + Golden Rosario + Shiny Dress). Princess Robe requires enough alchemy to get. Angel Robe is (Flowing Dress + Magic Skirt). Magic skirt is (Grass Skirt Bandit + Magic Hat + Magic Mace). Shimmering Dress is (Golden Bracer + Ruby Of Protection + Spangled
Dress). Golden Rosario purchased at Savella.Witch Hexlet Hat - Alchemy (Magic Hat + Thought Cap + Mystifying Mix). Thinking Cap bought at Tryan Gully. Magic Hat bought at the Bazaar of Argonia. Hexlet Skirt - Alchemy (Magic Skirt + Knife Imp + Mystery Mix) Mystifying Mix = (Pharmaceutical Herb + Antidote Herb + Moonwort Bulb) Imp Knife = (Dagger
Killer + Devil's Tail) Dagger Killer = (Eagle Dagger + Poisonous Needle). Eagle Dagger bought in Savella. Poison Needle purhcased in the tail of the devil Baccarat = Bought in Dragovian Sacred Advertising. Keep scrolling for moreHarnaina/SamuraiChae - (Flowing Dress + Crimson Robe + Lunar Fan) Flowing - Bought in Tryan Gully Crimson Robe - * see
Jessica Blazer's School * Lunar Fan - Alchemy (Gold Rosary + Full Moon Ring + Stellar Fan). Gold Rosario bought in the Savella Full Moon Ring (Golden Ring + Poison Mouse Knife). Gold Ring purchased at the Bazaar of Argonia. Poison moth knife bought in Pickham. Astral fan (silver tiara + highly-strung cheese + rainbow fan). The Silver Tiara was
purchased in Argonia. Cheese with large strung that was found at the Dragovan Refuge. Rainbow Fan purchased at Tryan Gully. ButlerReward on the Rank X defeat of Monster Arena. I recommend a monster group of Nioh, Skeletonoid, and Octurians at high levels. Red CostumesKunoichi Kunoichi Headband - Alchemy (Iron HeadGear + Hermes Bandana).
Iron headgear purchased in Orkutsk. Mercury Bandana = (Agility Ring + Bandana). Agility rings can be picked up at pickham casino. Kunoichi costume - Price's Reward Quest photo and cap'n'n's clothes - Photo Quest reward pirate hat - dropped by Captain Crow boss. Tangerine DressAphonism. Keep scrolling for moreReward to turn to mini medals in
Princess Minnie.Morrie CostumesJester107 mini medal reward from Princess Minnie. Dragon Quest VIII overview for 3DS will be released on January 20, 2017. The game, previously a PS2-exclusive game, has been fully remastered for the Nintendo 3DS portable system. DQVIII follows the story of the silent Hero, a Trodane guard. At one point, the court
jester of Trodain - Dhoulmagus Dhoulmagus an ancient scepter and casts a spell on all those within the kingdom. When Dhoulmagus casts the spell, King Trond turns into a troll. Princess Medea turns into a horse. Everyone else turns into drawings except the hero. Join the hero, King Trode, Princess Medea, and many of their members on a treacherous
journey to break the spell over the Kingdom of Trodain. Possible 3DS Changes Main Article: List of possible 3DS changes There are several additional content changes added to the Dragon Quest VIII port for 3DS. The changes are categorized into 5 and specifically: General, Combat related, Skill Related System, Item Related Drop, and other various
changes. In essence, the general changes consist of new engineers, such as: quality of life changes that feature a new Quick Storage option, Additional dungeons to explore, new scenarios, 2 new characters, and a new alternative End [SPOILER ALERT] to name a few. Another new engineer that didn't exist in the original PS2 version is Photo Quest. When
you get a Photo Search you will be rewarded with a stamp after completion. If you have collected a certain number of stamps, you can exchange them for various rewards. Similarly, the combat-related changes allow for faster integration when it comes to grinding and progressing through the following: Removing random encounters, adding Fast Mode,
additional EXP and gold taken from each battle, and restoring HP's hero and MP when leveling. The skills system has also been updated with the addition of nerfs of certain abilities, such as: Jessica's Twin Dragon Lash skill, Helm Splitter effect, Oomph effect, etc; and buffs like: added skill points for the hero and angelo during the first stage, and additional
abilities for new characters, etc. Some item drops that include but are not limited to those taken from treasure chests have also been modified in the 3DS version. Finally, other various changes will be observed in the 3DS version: such as the case of setting the hero to be AI controlled, aesthetic changes to some of the PS2 acquirable costumes, and the
respawning elements of the field's blue treasure chests to name a few. Characters Main Article: List of characters DQVIII Main Characters Hero - Throughout the game, the hero remains silent and speaks based on the player's choices. The Hero is the royal guard of King Trond, the ruler of the Trodian Kingdom. While traveling, he holds a pet mouse named
Munchie that sits in his right pocket. Yangus - Yangus, a former robber, travels with the hero after being rescued from a falling bridge. Determined to repay his debt, with the hero with King Trond at the beginning of the game. Jessica - Despite her effeminate features, Jessica can be tomboyish and short-sighted. She's a witch seeking revenge on her brother
Alistair who was killed by Dhoulmagus. He lives with a wealthy family in the city of Alexandria. In 3DS, the hero can marry her in the Ends. Angelo – Despite being part of the Templars of the Maella Knights, Angelo leaves due to his rampant gambling and lust. He becomes the fourth party member to join your party. He's loyal to Abbot Francisco. New
Playable Characters (3DS) Main Article: New Red Party Members – Be a Thief Who Will Join Your Party in Pirate's Cove. Red will join you to defeat the boss in the dungeon. Morrie - The owner of the arena in DQVIII. You join your party once you have cleared Rank S in the arena of other characters King Trode - The King of Trodain, King Trode was cursed
by Dhoulmagus in a Troll. While you press select as you travel, the king gives you advice. It's also playable for a while in Tyran's Gully. Princess Medea – Close friend of the hero and daughter of the king, Princess Medea had turned into a horse because of Dhoulmagus' curse. She marries the hero at the end of both endings. There is also a place where
there is a source that temporarily turns its man and confesses to the hero. Marcello - Captain of the Templar guards, Marcello desired more power. After the abbot's death, he rose through the ranks to become the associate of High Priest Rolo. However, he manages to get his hands on the Godbird scepter and uses his Rhapthorne power. He's the only one
who didn't lose his mind when he used it. Sir Leopold - The spoiled dog of the great wizard Dominico, gets possessed by Lord Rhapthorne upon receiving the scep. The servant had let him out by accident and led him to the scepter. Spells Main Article: List of DQVIII spells in Dragon Quest, Spells consume magic energy (MP) and are categorized into 4 types:
attack, support, healing, and other spells. In addition, some spells can only be used during battle, some only out of battle (on the go), while others can be performed both on and off combat. As your characters gain even more experience (EXP), they can learn even more spells. Skills Main article: List of DQVIII abilities Similar to spells are the abilities in
Dragon Quest VIII. Abilities also consume magic energy (MP), categorized into 4 types: attack, support, therapy and other spells. In addition, some abilities can only be used during combat, some only off-field (on the go), while others can be performed both on and off combat. As your characters gain even more experience (EXP), they can learn even more
skills. Main article: Recommended abilities in Dragon Quest VIII, skill points form the backbone of abilities. If experimentation is not desirable, there are also some tried and tested constructions when allocating Skill. The hero is recommended to focus on Sword and Courage Skills, with 52 skill points distributed in Courage Skill in order to acquire Falcon
Slash. Spear capacity should also be added and 59 skill points must be invested to gain impulse lightning capability. Considering that Yangus is recommended to prioritize the Fisticuffs ability and allocate 42 skill points to master master Air. Once the minimum is reached, the remaining skill points will be distributed to Axe, Scythe, and Humanity. Jessica must
first distribute skill points to Staves Ability then the rest will be put into the sex appeal ability. Similar to Jessica, Angelo may also choose to take advantage of investing skill points for skill staves. However, if melee is desired, about 40 skill points would suffice for Sword Ability to win Falcon Slash. There are also additional characters learning other abilities
they had never seen before in the older game. This provides more options when forming the party. Flattening Main Article: Metal Slime Hunting Guide The metal mud is a recurring creature throughout the game. However, this creature can be quite a pain to deal with due to fleeing most of the time. Another thing to deal with is that it is immune to all the magic
and certain skills that can make it difficult to kill. They also have high levels of physical defense, easily reducing any incoming physical attacks. In the 3DS version of Dragon Quest VIII, enemies lurking in dungeons are indicated by a symbol on the map. Once you approach an enemy, you'll engage him in battle. Enemies called Metal Slime are of particular
interest to Dragon Quest VIII. Their encounter is quite rare, and they tend to escape once they join them in battle. Defeating them, however, nets you significant EXP amounts to level it up. To easily grind EXP, you can actually force a metal mud to appear in certain areas. Some areas to cultivate for each metal mud during the early stages include: Metal mud
gives birth along the river of the kingdom of Ascantha. Since its spawning rate is low during the day, it is recommended to hunt it at night. Wet metal mud can be hunted inside Trodain Castle. While metal king mud gives birth in dragon cemetery. Inside the cemetery, she gives birth east of the entrance. A new space that is not accessible in the classic version
is the Corridor of Memories. This site usually has no monsters, but if the red part of the map has access, it is possible to meet the various Monsters Metal Slime. Making Money Main Article: Infinite Money Agriculture Items Manufactured through Alchemy can be sold in stores. Over time, however, the sale of created items will cause its sale price to drop until
it sells only for the total amount of gold you used to do it. You won't make any profit until then. But there is a way to make infinite money in the game. In addition, when in the Baccarat, it's a game of chance. This is one of the parts of the game where you have to constantly reset. However, if you are lucky, there will be times when the odds will be in your favor
and you will get a lot of coins. Monster Arena Main article: Strategies for the Monster Arena In Monster Arena, not your characters who will fight, but the monsters you have trained. Every stadium at Monster Arena has a ranking that increases difficulty as you go go Each fight has a different reward, but also a wonderful reward that can help strengthen your
party's battles as you progress. The best part is, this can help you fight other bosses and also teach strategy when you meet certain monsters. Photo Quest Main article: Photo Quest The Photo Search is a new sidequest added to the 3DS version of Dragon Quest VIII: Journey of the Cursed King. To start this search, talk to the photographer named
Cameron Obscura when you first visit Port Prospect. After you talk to him, you'll get Cameron's Challenge Code. This allows you to take photos around the area. Cameron will ask you to take a photo of specific creatures or locations in the world of DQ8. Included in the list is one of the elusive Golden Mud monsters found around the Kingdom of Trodain.
Another creature to look out for when doing the Photo Quest is the fairy that is also hard to find. You can earn stamps by completing each mission in Photo Quest. The number of stamps you receive depends on the difficulty of sending. Bosses Main Article: Bosses List One of the symbols of the 3DS version is a series of buffs applied to The Bosses Features
for the 3DS version of Dragon Quest VIII: Journey of the Cursed King. As a result, this requires a better preparation before challenging any of the bosses. To add, there are also a handful of new Bosses introduced through the new dungeons accessible after the game. So the characters have to use new strategies to fool the improved tactics of bosses.
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